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Apolymer gel is a cross-linked polymer which undergoes a reversible volume
and/or sol-gel phase transition in response to physiological (temperature, pH
and presence of ion in organism fluids) or other external (electric field, light)

stimuli. In structurally soft gels, the motion of polymer network and the diffusion of ions
easily take place by an external stimulus. A typical function of gel containing ionic
groups is to swell under the influence of an electric field, making it useful for wide bio-
medical applications. In this study, poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) hydrogel network was pre-
pared by free radical polymerization whose average molecular weight between cross-
linkes was calculated as 18500 g/mol and its homogeneity assessment evaluated by
comparing 30 samples swelling ratios after 48 h soaking in distilled deionized water.
The swelling behaviour of PAA under an electric field application was also investigat-
ed as a function of cross-linking agent and electric field intensity variation. It is seen
that equilibrium swelling ratio of PAA gel increases from 16 (no electric field) to 30 (by
application of 300 V/m electric field), however this variation is dependent on the sam-
ple location relative to electrodes. The normalized swelling ratio of sample changes by
4.8 to 0.9 relative to its distance from positive electrode. Increasing the concentration
of cross-linking agent (EGDMA) from 0.14 to 0.71 molar percent of monomer resulted
in 45% decrease of gel volume fraction. It is proven that applying an external electric
field can make an improvement in the time-response of the hydrogel expansion phase
and swelling behaviour.

INTRODUCTION

Swelling of hydrophilic polymeric
matrices has been the subject of
significant research in the last few
years. Polymer gels are widely
used in biomedical applications
such as drug delivery systems,

immobilizing enzymes and living
cells and artificial cartilages as pas-
sive applications [1-3]. In contrast
to such passive uses, an increasing
interest in polymer gels as active
elements has raised new develop-
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ment such as stimuli-responsive motion hydrogels
and muscular system [4-5].

The microstructure of a hydrogel can affect solute
diffusion. Some of the factors affecting solute diffu-
sion in hydrogels are chain entanglement, chain
mobility, cross-linking density and type, equilibrium
degree of swelling, and the relaxational characteristics
of the gel network. On a molecular level, the solute
diffusion rate through swollen gels depends on the rel-
ative hydrodynamic radius of the solute, and the net-
work mesh size formed by the macromolecular
chains. A larger solute diffuses at a slower rate than a
smaller one [6-7].

Stimuli-responsive hydrogels have been shown to
be a natural choice for use in microfluidic systems
because of their controllable response by diffusion
processes. Hence, as hydrogel devices are made
smaller, the time-response of their volume transitions
becomes faster. Hydrogels have been shown to
respond to a number of different stimuli, including pH
[8], electric fields [9], temperature [10], light [11],
even organic compounds [12] and antigens [13].
Although responsive hydrogels have been studied
extensively, their application has been limited by their
slow response times at larger scales. However, recent-
ly, many of these hydrogels have received a renewed
attention as potential valves, filters, sensors, and actu-
ators in micro fluidic systems, where small (on the
order of tens of µm) and fast (less than a second)
responses are necessary.

Hydrogels sensitive to electric current are usually
made of polyelectrolytes such as the pH-sensitive
hydrogels [14]. Electro-sensitive hydrogels undergo
shrinkage or swelling in the presence of an applied
electric field. In evaluation and characterization the
use of chitosan gels as matrices for electrically modu-
lated drug delivery, release-time profiles for neutral
(hydrocortisone), anionic (benzoic acid) and cationic
(lidocaine hydrochloride) drug molecules from
hydrated chitosan gels were monitored in response to
different milliamperages of current as a function of
time [15]. Likewise, chondroitin 4-sulphate hydrogels
were examined as potential matrices for the electro-
controlled delivery of peptides and proteins [16].

In our research, swelling behaviour of anionic
acrylic acid gels was studied in an external electric
field with respect to the effect of variation of electric

field intensity and cross-linking agent on gel swelling
characteristics. The novelty of this research is an
equation which describes the electric field contribu-
tion to equilibrium swelling of polyelectrolyte gel.
Also we showed that the relation between normalized
swelling ratio and electric field variation is almost lin-
ear which was not considered in the previous research
works. The results of this study can be used for
swelling controlled drug delivery from hydrogels
under electric field stimuli. Loading drugs into poly-
mer gel network can be directly controlled by increas-
ing the electric field as its equilibrium swelling ratio
changes almost linearly with the applied electric field.
On the other hand drug or biological active agents
being released to medium can also be under control by
electric field.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and Method
Acrylic acid (AA) hydrogel was prepared by free rad-
ical polymerization of the distilled monomer (Merck,
Germany) with ammonium persulphate and sodium
disulphide (Merck, Germany) as initiators, each 2 mol
percent of monomer. Monomer purification was per-
formed by vacuum distillation under 30°C tempera-
ture and 5 mmHg pressure. Distilled monomers were
kept at -5°C in order to prevent spontaneous polymer-
ization. Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA)
(Hochst, Germany) was used as cross-linking agent
with concentration of 0.14, 0.28, 0.43 and 0.71 mol
percent of monomer. Polymerization was carried out
at 50°C for 2 h in 1 cm diameter and 2 mm depth, disk
shape moulds. Prior to any measurement, samples
were dialyzed against distilled water for 8 h in order
to extract unreacted materials from the gel network.
Gel swelling measurement conducted by weight using
a precise balance (Sartorious, Swiss). For each gravi-
metric measurement the sample was removed from its
place in an electric field, the surface of swollen gel
was dried by tissue paper and immediately situated in
their place after weighing. 

Samples Homogeneity Evaluation
30 Disk shape PAA hydrogels were weighed in dry
state, then they were soaked in separate dishes with 
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Table 1. PAA Homogeneity evaluation by swelling ratio
measurement.

500 mL distilled deionized water (DDW) for 48 h.
Swelling ratio indicated homogeneity of samples.
Table 1 shows some related data.

Preparation of Buffer Solutions
For determining the average molecular weight
between cross-links in gel network, it was necessary
to study the swelling behaviour of gel in different pH
buffer solutions. To achieve buffer solutions with pH
of 5 and 7, 50 mL of potassium hydrogen phthalate
(0.1 molar) with 22.6 and 29.1 mL sodium hydroxide
(0.1 molar) were mixed. For buffer solution with pH
of 10, 50 mL of borax (0.025 molar) was mixed with
18.3 mL of sodium hydroxide (0.1 molar).

Analysis of Cross-linked Structure of PAA Gel
For an anionic hydrogel in distilled deionized water at
thermodynamic equilibrium the total chemical poten-
tial gradient between the gel and the aqueous phase
should be equal to zero. The molecular weight
between cross-links, Mc, can be determined from
swelling pressure at equilibrium state which is
described by eqn (2).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experimental set up.

Electric Field
To study the effect of electric field on swelling of
poly(acrylic acid) gels, a two-liter vessel containing
distilled deionized water, two platinum plates of 144
cm2 surface area as electrodes with adjustable dis-
tance between were placed vertically. A DC power
source (Afzarazma, Iran) was used to generate the
electric field. The disk shape gels were allowed to
reach equilibrium swelling in distilled deionized
water for at least 24 h, then they were placed between
the two platinum electrodes such that the direction of
electric field lines were perpendicular to disk surface.
All the experiments with electric field were carried
out in distilled deionized water. The schematic dia-
gram of experiment set up is shown in Figure 1.

Theory
The average molecular weight between cross-links,
Mc, was calculated from the swelling data in equilib-
rium state using eqn (2) as discussed by Brannon and
Peppas [17] followed by eqn (1):

∆µt = ∆µmix + ∆µel + ∆µion = 0 (1)

∆µmix, ∆µel, and ∆µion are chemical potential gradient
due to mixing, elastic retractile force and ionic inter-
action, respectively.

[Ln (1- υ2,s) + υ2,s + χ υ2,s
2] + [(V/4I) [ka/(10-pH+

ka)2] (υ2,s/υ)] + [(υ2,rυ/2VMc)(1-2Mc/Mn) [(υ2,s/
υ2,r)1/3 - 0.5((υ2,s/ υ2,r)]] = 0                               (2)

where Mn is the number average molecular weight of 
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Sample Dry weight (g) Swelling ratio

 1 

 2 

 3 
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 8 
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13 

14 

15 

0.133 

0.152 

0.154 

0.164 

0.148 

0.152 

0.159 

0.154 

0.161 

0.166 

0.145 

0.161 

0.154 

0.142 

0.166 

6.75 

6.73 

9.95 

6.98 

6.87 

7.01 

6.83 

7.12 

6.93 

6.87 

6.93 

7.05 

6.89 

6.99 

7.11 



polymer before cross-linking (g/mol), υ is specific
volume of PAA (cm3/g), V is molar volume of water
(cm3/mol), υ2,r is the polymer volume fraction in the
gel in the relax state, υ2,s is the polymer volume frac-
tion in the gel in the swollen state, χ is the interaction
parameter of polymer and water, and I is ion strength
of buffer.

The average molecular weight between cross-
links, Mc, was measured by swelling the 27 PAA gel
disks in buffered solutions of pH 5, 7 and 10. All the
samples were cross-linked by concentration of 0.5
mol percent of monomer of EGDMA. To estimate Mc
from swelling data, Mn was considered as 105 g/mol,
which according to manufacturer description and the
value of polymer-solvent interaction parameter, χ is
about 0.45.

Initial experiments with hydrogels in electric fields
showed that fast and repeatable volume changes are
possible by taking advantage of the osmotic pressure-
based mechanism discussed earlier [18-19]. This
mechanism is driven by mobile ion concentration dif-
ferences in and around a hydrogel in an aqueous solu-
tion. In the absence of an electric field, the distribu-
tion of ions follows the principle of Donnan equilibri-
um [20], whereby the ionic concentration inside a
hydrogel membrane having fixed charges (i.e., acidic
or basic groups bound to the polymer matrix) is not
necessarily equal to the external bath concentration.
For instance, if the hydrogel considered is anionic, the
concentration of cations inside the gel is higher than
in the surrounding bath and the concentration of
anions is lower in the gel than in the bath before appli-
cation of any electric field. Electroneutrality of gel
was maintained constant by having positive charges in
the hydrogel matrix. When an electric field is applied,
mobile ions inside and outside the hydrogel are
rearranged and concentration gradients are estab-
lished. Figure 2 shows the effect of an applied electric
field on mobile cations in and around the anionic
hydrogel disk.

It should be noted that the acidic groups bound to
the polymer chains are assumed to be immobile under
an electric field [21], and therefore the concentration
of the bound groups are considered constant and uni-
form inside the hydrogel. These fixed charges retard
the migration of free ions inside the hydrogel to some 
extent. As a result, the ionic concentration gradient 

Figure 2. Cationic profile before and after application of an
electric field.

inside the gel is smaller than in the solution. In addi-
tion, other experimental conditions such as flow and
bubbles formation will also affect ion migration. 

For an anionic hydrogel in distilled deionized
water placed in an external electric field at thermody-
namic equilibrium, the total chemical potential gradi-
ent between the gel and the aqueous phase should be
equal to zero.

∆µmix + ∆µel + ∆µion + ∆µef = 0 (3)

∆µmix, ∆µel, ∆µion, and ∆µef are chemical potential
gradient due to mixing, elastic retractile force, ionic
interaction and external electric field, respectively.
Flory-Huggins, rubber elasticity and Donnan theories
were used to estimate ∆µmix, ∆µel and ∆µion, respec-
tively. The chemical potential gradient due to electric
field can be estimated by eqn (4) derived by authors.

∆µef = (27Bω/ρπD2L0) (3β2 + 2Bβ)-1 (4)

where: 
ω = number of moles of network chain
D = initial diameter of the disk shape sample
L0 = distance between the electrodes
β = relative change in disk thickness due to swelling
in an electric field
B = reduced electric field potential
The relation between B and β has been derived before
[5].

Derivation of eqn (4) is achieved by considering
the electric field theory. According to this theory, a
force equal to E.q is exerted on a charge q which is
located in an electric field with intensity, E. So the
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force against a gel network located in an electric field
could be explained by eqn (5) as follows:

F = (ω.f.e). E (5)

where ω is number of gel chain, f is the ionized frac-
tion, e is electron charge (= 1.9 × 10-19 C) and E is
electric field intensity. Application of electric field on
a disk shape gel with ∆Z0 thickness and D0 diameter
which is located at distance Z from negative electrode
causes an increase of β∆Z0 and αD0 in thickness and
diameter, respectively. In this state, as the gel thick-
ness is small and its deformation occurs in the direc-
tion of electric field line, the total deformation of gel
chains due to swelling is ∆Z0(β-βne), where βne is
change in thickness due to swelling without any exter-
nal stimuli. In another word swelling behaviour of gel
is influenced by its location relative to electrodes. So
multiplying deformation equation in non-dimensional
parameter Z/L0, presents relative deformation (vol-
ume change) to electrode. Eqn (6) shows the change
of free Gibbs energy due to electric field application.

∆G = (ω.f.e). E ∆Z0 (β-βne) (Z/L0) (6)

In eqn (6), (f.e.Z)KT could be replaced by B which is
reduced electric field potential. So ∆G could be re-
written as eqn (7):

∆G = BKTω (β-βne) (∆Z0/L0) (7)

Chemical potential energy could be calculated
through derivation of eqn (7) by the number of solvent
molecules, Ns, which is equal to Vs(ρ/Ms) Nave. As
the volume of diffused solvent to gel network, Vs is
described by (π/4)(αD)2(β∆Z0)-Vp,  number of  sol-
vent molecules governing equation could be rewritten
as eqn (8):

Ns = (ρ/Ms)Nave[(π/4)(αD)2(β∆Z0)-Vp] (8)

where ρ and Ms are the density and molecular weight
of solvent, respectively, Nave is Avogadro number and
Vp is network volume in dry state. It is proved that the
sum of free energies of gel swelling is minimized
when the relation α2 = β2 + Bβ is governing [5]. So
the final relation between number of solvent mole-

cules and gel dimensions and swelling parameters is
described by eqn (9):

Ns = (ρ/Ms)Nave[(π/4)(β2+Bβ)D2(β∆Z0)-Vp] (9)

Considering eqns (9) and (7) chemical potential ener-
gy can be derived as eqn (10):

∆µef = (∂G/∂Ns) = (∂G/∂β)(∂β/∂Ns)
= BωKT(72/ρπD2L0) (3β2+2Bβ)-1 Nave (10)

As K Nave is equal to R the final equation of chemical
potential energy due to electric field could be written
as it described before in eqn (4) and the total free
energies in equilibrium state could be presented in eqn
(11):

RT{[ln(1-υ2,s)+υ2,s+χυ2,s
2]+[(V/4I)[ka/(10-pH

+ka)2](υ2,s/υ)]+[(υ2,rV/2υ*Mc)(1-2Mc/Mn) [6β+2B -
(3β+2B)(β2+Bβ)-1](3β2+2Bβ)-1]]+(72Bω/ρπD2L0)
(3β2+2Bβ)-1= 0                                                 (11)

In the presented model, solvent molar volume (18
cm3/mol), specific volume of gel in dry state (0.83
cm3/g), molar volume of polymerized monomers (60
cm3/mol), molecular weight of linear polymer
(100,000 g/mol) and average molecular weight of
cross-linked chains (18,500 g/mol) are considered in
order to follow equilibrium swelling behaviour. To
calculate B as a function of electric field intensity, dis-
tance between electrodes (10 cm), location of gel rel-
ative to negative electrode (5 cm), Boltzman constant
(1.38 × 10-23), and fraction of hydrolyzed group in gel
network (0.68) were considered. Fraction of
hydrolyzed groups (f) in gel network was calculated
by measuring the pH environment. The experiment
was carried out at 30ºC. Ion strength, I, was calculat-
ed by equation I = 0.5(ΣCiZi

2) according to buffer ele-
ment concentration.    

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The average molecular weight between cross-links, 
Mc, was 18500 g/mol (approx.), as measured by
swelling the 28 gel disks in buffered solutions of pH
5, 7 and 10. All the samples were cross-linked by con-



Figure 3. Swelling ratio as a function of time for PAA gel

equilibrated in DDW.

centration of 0.5 mol percent of monomer of
EGDMA. 

Figure 3 shows the swelling ratio as a function of
time for PAA gel equilibrated in DDW, with and with-
out electric field. The gel was placed at the centre with
equal distance of 5 cm from the two electrodes. In the
presence of electric field (300 V/m), the equilibrium
swelling ratio was increased from 16 to 30, indicating
the electric field on the swelling of PAA gels. 

The variation of PAA swelling ratio under different
electric fields as a function of time was also studied.
As it is seen from Figure 4, variation in an electric
field intensity from 50 to 100, 150, 200 and 250 V/m
has caused an increase of equilibrium normalized
swelling ratio (NSR) by 1.4, 1.8, 2.9, and 4.1, respec-
tively. The equilibrium normalized swelling ratio is
defined as the swelling ratio in the presence of electric
field which can be calculated by eqn (12).

NSR = (We - Wne)/Wne (12)

where We and Wne are the weight of swollen gel in
equilibrium state in the presence of electric field and
equilibrium state in the absence of it, respectively.

As it is seen, the application of electric filed makes
a stepwise swelling trend in PAA gel, hence, increas-
ing of electric field intensity makes this phenomena
much more obvious. It is estimated that increasing the
electric field intensity causes higher gel swelling, so
that some cross-linked chains with short length may

Figure 4. Variation of normalized swelling ratio versus time
for different electrical field intensities.

be ruptured under osmotic pressure, π, due to external
electric field. So in each step the specification of
hydrogel network varies as an average length of cross-
linked chains in the gel bulk change.

It must be noted that, anionic hydrogels swollen in
an aqueous electrolyte solution show three types of
deformation under the influence of an external D.C.
electric field: swelling, shrinking and bending. The
type of deformation mainly depends on the gel shape
and the position of the gel between the electrodes.
When a polyelectrolyte gel is placed perpendicular to
the electric field lines, bending is the most probable
observation. This bending behaviour takes place
towards a positive electrode for anionic poly(acrylic
acid) gel. The bending mechanism could be explained
with osmotic pressure phenomena. The volume of a
gel is controlled by osmotic pressure. The osmotic
pressure is given as the sum of π1, π2 and π3 which
corresponds to the osmotic pressures due to the solu-
bility of the solvent in the gel chain, the rubber elas-
ticity and ion concentration differences between the
inside and outside of the gel respectively defined by
eqn (13) [22]:

π = [ln(1-υ) + υ + χυ2] RT/V + 
(υ1/3-υ/2) RT υe/υ0+(Σci- Σcj) RT (13)

where, υ is the volume fraction of the gel network, χ
is solubility parameter, υ0 is the volume of gel net-
work under the dry condition, υe is the number of the
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of gel bending in an external
electric field application.

chains, V is the molar volume of the solvent, ci and cj
are the ion concentration  inside and outside of the gel,
respectively, R is gas constant and T is the tempera-
ture.

At equilibrium, the value of π is equal to that of the
surrounding aqueous solution, π0. Therefore π1, π2
and π3 have their definite values. When an electric
field is applied to gel in the solution, the counterion
and the free ion can drift to the positive or negative
electrode, whereas the polyion cannot move.
Consequently, π3 varies and the value of π deviates
from π0. The swelling and shrinkage of the gel occur
until the gel reaches its new equilibrium state. Since
the ion drift at the different speeds depends on their
size and valency, the osmotic pressure of the positive
side is unequal to the negative side and the gel bend-
ing occurs.        

But in our experiment the gel sample placed in par-
allel to electric field lines, so buckling and non-
homogeneous swelling observed during the use of
electric field. Symmetric shape of the samples (circu-
lar shape samples) with small thickness may cause
some bending negligible compared to non-homo
geneous swelling. Due to non-homogeneous swelling
of the gel in an electric field, the positive side of the
gel (the part of the gel close to positive electrode)
swelled, while its negative side shrank. It must be
noted that the above conditions are difficult to be diff-

Figure 6. Swelling behaviour of PAA gel in an electric field
relative to electrodes.

erentiated. Schematic diagram of what explained is
described in Figure 5.         

The position of the gel relative to electrodes had a
significant effect on swelling, as shown in Figure 6.
When the position of the gel was increased relative to
positive electrode from 1 to 5 and 9 cm, the equilibri-
um normalized swelling ratio decreased from 4.8 to
2.9 and 0.9, respectively under 300V/m. When the gel
was placed in the electric field, the positive hydrogen
ions of the -COO-H+ groups of acrylic acid migrated
towards the negative electrode. The most arguable
reason for gel swelling in the electric field is the pres-
ence concentration gradient of mobile cations of the
gel/surrounding interface at the anode electrode side.
It is important to notice that the contribution of fixed
negative charges to ionic swelling pressure of PAA gel
is negligible compared with mobile counterions. This
fact is also depicted in Figure 1. When placed near the
positive electrode, repulsion of hydrogen ions from
the electrode, made more hydrogen ions to migrate
towards the negative electrode and produced an
increase in the swelling ratio.   

Effect of increasing cross-linking agent on
swelling behaviour of PAA gel was also studied.
Changing the concentration of EGDMA from 0.14 to
0.28, 0.43 and 0.71 (mol percent of monomer),
decreased equilibrium swelling ratio by 32, 21, 17 and
14, respectively in application of 300 V/m electric
field intensity. Adding more cross-linking agents
makes the hydrogel network dense and hence, affects  
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Figure 7. Variation of normalized swelling ratio and gel vol-
ume fraction versus cross-linking agent.

the swelling of the gel. The equilibrium swelling ratio
is also nonlinearly proportion to the inverse of poly-
mer volume fraction in the gel network. Figure 7 indi-
cates the variation of swelling ratio and polymer vol-
ume fraction versus cross-linking agent change.
Increasing the concentration of EGDMA from 0.14 to
0.71 (mol percent of PAA) resulted in 54 percent
decrease in polymer volume fraction.

It was also observed that at the equilibrium normal-
ized swelling ratio changes almost linearly as electric 
field intensity increases. As it is indicated in Figure 8, 
increasing electric field intensity from 50 to 300 V/m
increased the normalized equilibrium swelling ratio

Figure 8. Equilibrium normalized swelling ratio change ver-
sus electric field intensity.

Figure 9. Comparison of theoretical and experimental equi-
librium PAA volume fraction as a function of electric field
intensity.

from 0.5 to 3.2, respectively.
Figure 9 compares the theoretical equilibrium PAA

volume fraction as a function of electric field intensi-
ty with experimental findings. The discrepancy
between the experiment and theory reduces as the
PAA volume fraction decreases. This is believed to be
due to the assumption of dilute electrolyte solution
used in the derivation of eqn (2). Also at lower values
of the electric field strength, the electrochemical
potential of swelling is dominated by ionic osmotic
pressure which is overestimated by considering ionic
network as an ideal solution. But as electric field
strength increases, the contribution of the ionic osmot-
ic pressure for the swelling of the hydrogel with
respect to electric field driven osmotic pressure
decreases and hence the deviation between experi-
mental and theoretical reduces. 

There are a number of parameters that must be con-
trolled in carrying out an experiment with electrically
triggered hydrogels. For instance, hydrogels swelling
ratios differ with changing the location of hydrogel in
relation to the electrodes, fluid medium, amount of
cross-linking agent, and temperature. Most of the
shape change occurs in the portion of the hydrogel
nearest to the anode, as explained earlier. As the
applied voltage increases, an improvement in the
time-response of the hydrogel expansion phase can be
observed. Electric field intensity increases with high-
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er applied voltage, and as a result of which a larger ion
concentration gradients are established. This, in turn,
leads to a higher osmotic stress and a more rapid
swelling.

CONCLUSION

Application of electric field significantly increases the
swelling of the anionic poly(acrylic acid) (PAA)
hydrogels. For anionic PAA gels, the extent of
swelling was higher when the electric field intensity
increased or placed near the positive electrode. The
relation between normalized swelling ratio and elec-
tric field intensity was approximately linear. It is also
believed that increasing the concentration of cross-
linking agent decreases the swelling ratio of gel in the
presence of electric field.  
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